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It is now offi cially offi cial: the FIA has granted the RallyCross 
its own world championship. 2014 sees the fi rst season of 
the FIA World RallyCross Championship with twelve events 
counting for the overall honours. Pictured here is Liam 
Doran (UK) who will go up against Petter Solberg (Norway), 
as well as a host of ultra-quick drivers in crazy 600bhp 
machinery. This will be entertaining!
Photograph by IMG Motorsport.

OPENING SHOT



As the latest model in M-Sport’s successful range of 
Ford Fiesta rally cars, the Ford Fiesta R5+ got off to a 
sensational start at the Coppermines Grizedale Stages 
in the United Kingdom last weekend. With Matthew 
Wilson and co-driver Chris Patterson behind the 
wheel, the car could not have had a better debut to 
secure victory by almost a minute.
Words by H&H. Photographs by M-Sport

M-SPORT 
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 Based on the standard Ford Fiesta R5 which 
launched earlier this year, the Fiesta R5+ incorporates a 
modifi ed turbo and air-intake system. The standard 32mm 
restrictor has also been replaced with a 34mm example that 
provides the engine with an extra 30hp. Not homologated for 
FIA championships, the Fiesta R5+ is intended for national 
series.
 Also in action last weekend was Elfyn Evans 
with the Ford Fiesta R200. Acting as course car on the 
Coppermines Grizedale Stages, Evans was joined by 
M-Sport’s Customer Liaison Manager, Richard Millener, in the 
co-driver’s seat. Had the pairing contested the rally proper, 
they would have placed an impressive fi fth overall ahead of a 

number of world rally specifi cation cars and just 21sec adrift 
of the podium.
 As with the Fiesta R5+, the Fiesta R200 is 
not FIA homologated and is thus intended for national 
championships. Based on the standard Ford Fiesta R2, which 
has achieved global success since its launch in 2009, the 
R200 variant comes complete with a modifi ed induction 
system which allows the engine an added 30hp.
 Both cars will be offi cially launched at the Autosport 
Show in the UK in January, after which they will be available 
for sale from M-Sport.
 Matthew Wilson said: “It’s been a while since Chris 
[Patterson, co-driver] and I have used organisers pacenotes, 

so it took a while to get back into the swing of things. But 
once we found our rhythm we really got a feeling for the car 
and how much performance it can produce. We all know how 
competitive the standard Fiesta R5 is, and this upgrade just 
adds to that. It’s a great package for national events.”
 Elfyn Evans said: “It was great to be out on the 
stages again last weekend, and I was impressed with the 
extra power the Fiesta R200 provides. I spent a lot of years 
competing with the Fiesta R2, and this is a great upgrade 
– you can really feel the power increase. We were able to 
set some really strong times, and I think we’ve proved how 
good the car can be on national rallies.”



The 2014 Dakar Rally in South America is a little over 
four weeks away and the release of the entry list and 
start numbers confi rms that the Toyota Imperial South 
Africa Team of Giniel de Villiers/Dirk von Zitzewitz and 
Leeroy Poulter/Rob Howie are in the company of the 
world’s top rally raid teams as they take on the world’s 
longest and toughest cross country race.
Words by Evan Rothman / Photographs by Toyota and 
Monster Energy
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There are fi ve former champions at the top of the start order, 
including De Villiers and Von Zitzewitz, who won the fi rst South 
American version of the Dakar in 2009 and will carry #302 
on their Toyota Imperial Hilux. They fi nished a remarkable 
second in this year’s Dakar Rally after claiming third place in 
Toyota Motorsport South Africa’s fi rst attempt in 2012.
 Leading the fi eld from the start in Rosario, Argentina 
on January 5 will be defending champions Stéphane 
Peterhansel/Jean Paul Cottret of France in a MINI (#300). 
Peterhansel has won the Dakar 11 times, six on a motorcycle 
and fi ve in a car. Next away will be Nasser Al-Attiyah of Qatar 
and Spanish co-driver Lucas Cruz, winners in 2011, who will 
be in a MINI (#301). De Villiers, competing in his 11th Dakar, 
and Von Zitzewitz will start third ahead of 2010 winner Carlos 
Sainz of Spain and German co-driver Timo Gottschalk in an 
American-built buggy (#303). Spaniard Nani Roma, winner of 
the 2004 bike category before switching to cars, and French 
co-driver Michel Perrin will start fi fth in a MINI (#304).

 Dakar rookie Poulter and Howie, competing in his 
third Dakar after fi nishing 10th with Duncan Vos in his rookie 
year in 2011, will start in 23rd position in the second Toyota 
Imperial Hilux (#323).
 Ahead of the 450 competitors representing 50 
nationalities in cars, trucks, motorcycles and quads lies a 
daunting route of some 9,500km through Argentina, Bolivia 
(bikes and quads only) and Chile. It is the longest, highest 
and hardest Dakar Rally in the past 10 years with some 5,000 
kilometres of special stages – 13 in all – to test the mental 
and physical strength of the crews.
 The opening stage on January 5, from Rosario, the 
birthplace of Che Guevara and Lionel Messi, to San Luis is 
a short 180 kilometres after a long liaison section of 629 
kilometres. The stages get progressively longer until day 
four on January 8 when the car and truck competitors will 
encounter the longest stage the Dakar has presented since 
2005 in Africa, a 657-kilometre mainly sand test from San 

Juan to Chilecito in Argentina.
 There is a rest day on January 11 in Salta in Argentina, 
where tens of thousands of spectators are expected to gather 
around the Dakar Village.
 The rally crosses over the Andes Mountains through 
the highest pass in Argentina at an altitude of over 4,900m 
and into Chile on January 13 for stage 8 between Salta and 
Calama.
 There are two more 600km-plus stages back-to-back 
– stages 10 and 11 in Chile on January 15 and 16 – with the 
latter taking competitors from Antofagusta to El Salvador via 
the Atacama Desert, said to be the driest in the world, and the 
dunes of Copiapo. The organisers reckon this will be the key 
stage of the 2014 Dakar.
 The rally ends with the shortest stage of 157km from 
La Serena to Valparaiso, the port city known as the Pearl of 
the Pacifi c with its 44 hills overlooking the ocean and covered 
in colourful houses.



The 2013 FIA European Rally Championship was the 
fi rst of the new-look series formed by best of the former 
European Rally Championship and the now-defunct 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge (IRC) to create the FIA 
ERC. With Eurosport Events running this show for 2013, 
it was bound to be a success of serious competition.
Words by Evan Rothman / Photographs by ERC.

                              FAST 
COMPETITION IN 2013’S 
SENSATIONAL FIA ERC SERIES



 A long list of the world’s best drivers contested 
selected rounds of this 12-event series. From January’s 
snow Jännerrallye in Austria, the hot and rocky stages of the 
SATA Rally Azores, to the classic and highly technical tarmac 
stages for the season-ending Internatioanl Rally du Valais in 
Switzerland, all crews and manufacturers set out to defeat 
the mighty Skoda Motorsport squad and their ace driver Jan 
Kopecky.
 Kopecky and co-driver Pavel Dresler produced a 
season-long performance second to none: they claimed 
six wins and two podium fi nishes to win the Championship 
honours in fi ne style, nearly double the Championship points 
ahead of their nearest rivals in the series.
 The 2013 season started off with the Jännerrallye in 
Austria in January, which Kopecky won by a thrilling 0.5sec 
from Bryan Bouffi er (Peugeot 207 S2000). Runner-up in 
2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012 in the IRC, Kopecky showed his 
determination for overall victory and his aims of championship 
success by following his Austrian win with another in Gran 
Canaria for Rally Islas Canarias. Kopecly then went on to claim 
his maiden victory on gravel at the SATA Rallye Azores in April, 
then dominated the Sibiu Rally in Romania, the Barum Czech 
Rally and the Croatia Rally.



 Six other drivers claimed wins in the 2013 season, 
meaning that Kopecky was the only driver to win two and 
more rallies. Bouffi er and Irishman Craig Breen (Peugeot 207 
S2000) fi nished just four Championship points apart with 
Bouffi er pipping the young Irishman. Bouffi er won the Tour 
de Corse, his home event, in May, while Breen’s highest fi nish 
was second place in Latvia’s Rally Liepaja-Ventspils and SATA 
Rallye Azores.
 Jari Ketomaa (Ford Fiesta RRC), “Fast” Freddy Loix 
(Skoda Fabia S2000), Kajetan Kajetanowicz (Ford Fiesta R5), 
Giandomenico Basso (Peugeot 207 S2000) and Esapekki 
Lappi (Skoda Fabia S2000) bravely fought for victories 
agaisnt Kopecky and Bouffi er, and what made the rallies more 
exciting for competitors and fans alike was the rise of the new 
generation of rally machines in the ERC: the Ford Fiesta R5 
and RRC, and the Peugeot 208 T16. With the aging Fabia and 
207 S2000s, not even the likes of Robert Kubica could eclipse 
the best S2000 drivers in the world to claim victory.
 Enjoy our favourite images from the 2013 season 
over these few pages. The Championship’s slogan of “Serious 
Competition Ahead” wasn’t wrong in 2013; now we wait for 
another dose of this exciting series in January. 







The Kenyan Airways East African Safari Classic Rally 2013 
was one to remember. Intense competition throughout the 
leader board, it was a nail-biting fi nal stage that settled 
the overall classifi cation at the end. McKlein Photography 
brought this event to life for many thousands of fans the 
world over with such images. Here’s to rallying!
Photography by McKlein.de
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